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Events today in san diego county

Fun and San Diego are practically synonymous, which is the reason most of its residents are laid back, loving lives choose to live here. There are endless things to do in San Diego, but the following 10 activities are the ones you don't want to miss. Fun things to Do in San Diego For an unforgettable and
diverse journey, add the following San Diego activity to your compulsory list. [viator_tour destination=736 type=3-mode] TripAdvisor Beer Taste If you don't have a beer taste in the list of things to do in San Diego, add it. Beer-making scenes have exploded to the point that San Diego is now into American
craft beer what Napa and Sonoma are for American wine. With over 100 in-city limit brews, you can also themed your vacation around suds and hops. Make it a point to visit Karl Strauss, Ballast Point, Lost Abbey, and especially the Stone Brewing Co.'s whimsical World Bistro & Gardens in Escondido.
San Diego breweries gather around Highway 78 (Hops Highway), where small and independent microbreweries operate tasting rooms. At 30th Street (Beer Boulevard), the pub serves dozens of local beers, while the Mira Mesa district is home to excellent beamers such as the Draft Gross and Green
Lightning. To experience the best experience on the city's thriving craft beer scene, book a tasting tour with Brew Hop, which takes you from taproom to taproom in safety and style. Go NHANNGUYEN91/Shutterstock Diving If you're a dedicated scuba diver, you probably already know about San Diego's
Wreck Alley, the ship's underwater treasure sinking to explore. Located 505 feet below sea level is the 366-foot-long HMCS Yukon, a Canadian destroyer transformed into an artificial reef after it sank. Divers brave this depth to get a close look at the old deck of the ship and gun turrets, and to swim
through the light-filled alleys. Protected La Jolla Cove is another world-class diving site—a forest piece with garibaldi, leopard sharks, bat rays, and shellfish. If you are interested in what is underwater but prefer to stay on top, La Jolla Cove is also a great place to snorkeling alongside the seal. See Whales
When you think through things to do in San Diego, don't forget that from mid-December to April, about 20,000 grey whales travel through these waters during their annual migration from Alaska to Mexico and back. If you're here between mid-June and September, you'll see blue whales instead—a bunch
of at least 2,000 behemoths over the course of this 100-foot regular visit to the San Diego coast during the summer. Looking at it from the beach Be fantastic, but for a really fun experience, board one of the small boats run by Hornblower or Flagship for a port tour where the experienced captain steers
you out towards this endangered giant. In SeaWorld, you can see captive orcas and belugas close, and in the Birch Aquarium in Scripps, you can take a whale watching tour with a marine biologist, then hang out in the aquarium to recognize other types Life. Go Hiking (Photo: Thinkstock/iStock) When
planning your San Diego activities, don't forget to leave the time on your itinerary to explore the stunning landscapes of the city on foot. Most of San Diego is rather stunning, and its outer gems are most experienced at walking rates. San Diego's best place to hike is the beautiful Torrey Pines Country
Natural Rizab, where windswept bluffs meet the bluest of the sky and sea. If you're heading around dusk, point your compass towards the beautiful Sunset Cliffs State Park, rope on your but hike, and be willing to enjoy a beautiful way to get the sun. Hang 10 Madeline Garrett/Shutterstock San Diego is, of
course, heavenly sailor. There are dozens of brilliant beaches where you can ride the Pacific waves, if you're a lifetime long or just a beginner. Bring your own skateboard and saunter into the water of the masin in your space. If you'd rather borrow a board and need a few pointers, booking with Surf Diva
at La Jolla Shores—you'll be riding and gliding in no time. Riding a San Diegans Bike likes to stay sergas and active, and cycling is one of their favorite ways to get around. Include the tanned crowds, toned in Mission Bay Park or on foot routes along Mission Beach. Take a Side Trip to Mexico If you've
traveled a long way to visit San Diego, you can also travel further to be able to say that you've visited Mexico as well. The San Diego Blue Line Trolley stretches 20 miles to the border for an unforgettable Tijuana day trip. Consider stopping at Barrio Logan along the way—it's a vibrant and artistic Mexican-
American resentment that the Chicano Park mural is one of the newest National Historic Landmarks. Get Cultural Shutterstock What to do in San Diego? Immerse yourself in the culture of beautiful Balboa Park, where more than a decade of fascinating cultural institutions include the San Diego Museum of
Art, the San Diego Historical Center, the Human Museum and the beautiful Botanical Building. There are frequent cultural celebrations and offerings at America's largest city cultural park, as well as the May S. Marcy Sculpture Court &amp; Garden, an outdoor space that features sculptures by important
artists. Your Time Travel Art Boardman/Shutterstock may not have a real time machine, but you do have the Old Town San Diego State Historic Park, a charming area that transports you back when San Diego is newly established. This is the website where the First Spanish settled in the West Coast
United States, and much of what was here in the mid-1800s remains well maintained: historic buildings and farm houses depicting colonials, old shops selling souvenirs and candy, the Whaley House Museum, and 19th-century homes and businesses, including the still-running Cosmopolitan Hotel. Old
Town's Hillside Presidio Park has the Junipero Serra Museum, where Father Serra founded the first Spanish Mission of California in 1769. Dine in the neighborhood's authentic Mexican restaurant, enjoy daily mariachi and colourful peruse Bazaar del Mundo. Take a Flight (Photo:
photogolfer/Shutterstock.com) Of all the fun things to do in San Diego, there may be nothing more enjoyable than taking a flight with nothing but air surrounding your body for hundreds of feet below. You can do that on Torrey Pines Gliderport, America's most popular offshore website. Go to paragliding
along with the instructor, who will pilot your contraception to ensure that your launch from this dramatic cliff is safe and attractive. More from SmarterTravel: [viator_tour destination=736 type=3-mode] —Original reporting by Avital Andrews. Follow her on Twitter @avitalb. We choose everything we
recommend and choose items through testing and reviews. Some products are shipped to us for free without the incentive to offer encouraging reviews. We offer our unbiased opinions and do not receive compensation to check the products. All items are in stock and the price is at a timely manner of
publication. If you buy something through our link, we may earn a commission. Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products and services; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commission on purchases made from our preferred link. Go San
Diego makes enough claims to make someone skeptical: Save up to 55 percent on many attractions, it advertises. It almost sounds too good to believe, so we set out to find out the truth about smartphone discount passes. We poke, prodded, clicked, and connected on fine print. We also make
spreadsheets to calculate savings, all of that so you don't have to. This will help you find out if it is a good idea for your holiday. If you are exposed to losing things (or forgetting to take them on the way), a pass may not be for you. A missing pass cannot be replaced or returned. Think of Go San Diego as a
volume discount. Pass providers consult local tourist attractions for discounts and sell them as pass-based packages. You can choose from a wide variety of Go San Diego: The basic version (called all inclusive) covers all the attractions offered passes for a fixed price, valid for the maximum few days you
choose. Buy more days, and passes are more expensive. Your own build pass offers fewer and better attractions for 30 days after your first use, but you can choose only the attractions you want to visit. The more you choose, the bigger the discount. You can also choose from pre-built packages for the
most popular attractions. California Explorer Pass that gives you option 3, 4 or 5 attractions one price. Using it is simple. Simply take your printed or portable Go Pass to any of the included San Diego attractions, forward them in the ticket window and you are. After it's used the first time, the pass is good
for the number of days you choose, but they must be days in a row. If you skip one because you're tired, you don't get a refund or extension. Except for Multi-day pass, you can visit every attraction only once. A pass may save you money, but for most people, it won't be as much as an ad claim. The only
way to know for sure: Add it. Only you know which attraction you want to visit and how much you are willing to rush them to pack everything. A quick way to get all the prices you need is to use the Go Select page, where they show the current price. Go San Diego will save money if you: Buy passes three
to five days and visit all the big ticket attractions (SeaWorld, Legoland, San Diego Zoo, and Safari Park) or visit three or four smaller attractions every day. Get realistic about how much you can do. The great attractions of each will take a full day, and some are far apart. For other attractions that take less
time, there may be significant travel times to get from each other. If you pack your schedule too tight and too dirt to solve them all, your savings will deteriorate. Collect your pass activity: You can use along the way to do other things. If you crash all the activities that are the main thing to do in San Diego to
three days, you can save almost 40 percent, but you'll be so rushed you won't have much time to enjoy them. Extend the more reasonable five-day period and you'll save about 20 percent. Take seven instead, do nothing else, and savings fall to just 5 percent. Of all california's top tourist destinations, San
Diego has the most attraction charging high entry fees, with five out of a dozen top attractions charging more than $50 per adult ticket, and three others requiring admission fees. The attractions are why most people visit the city, and if you plan to do it all, you will probably use your pass a lot. However, not
everyone wants to see the top shyders, and these insights can help you make sense of it all. Some of the attractions offered may not interest you: for example, if you don't like going to the museum, which takes about 20 attractions from the list. If you don't like guided tours, that eliminates the other half of
a dozen. If the list of things you want to do becomes too small, the Pass may not save you money. However, some people say it introduces them to enjoy activities that they may not find on their own. And once you break even, you'll save every little thing you do afterwards. Only long-term passes include
SeaWorld (three days more). Take a closer look at that long list: you'll see that some attractions aren't in San Diego, but in Anaheim, Orange County, or even Hollywood. You have to go there to enjoy them, which may or may not be part of your holiday plan. A museum-guided, guided holiday that won't
leave San Diego is left with about two dozen attractions to choose from. Some attractions require a reservation: After you purchase a pass, you may need to make a reservation for several excursions. Read all the details so you're not disappointed. You can't buy Diego's Go San Diego At the attraction box
office, so you need to plan ahead. But not too far away. You can return an unused pass for a full refund for a year after purchase, but why not just wait until you're sure about your travel dates? You can purchase an online pass on the Go City website. Buy a digital pass and either print it at home or
download it to your smartphone. Thanks for telling us! Know!
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